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1. Listen to the first 30 seconds and tick ()what you hear. 

 small 

 tall 

 scary 

 special 

 spiders 

 insects 

 fly 

 swim 

 legs 

 eggs 

 flower 

 collect 
 

 

1. Circle the right word. Then listen and check. 

They are big / small and sometimes scary / funny, but very special / boring! 

Bees are spiders / insects. They can fly / swim. They have two / four wings and six / eight legs. 

There are pollen bags on their hind legs / wings. They walk / fly from flower to flower and collect 

the pollen in the bags. 

 

2. Fill in the missing numbers. Then check in the article. 

Bees have ________ wings and ________ legs.  

There are ________________________ of bees in a colony. 

One bee colony eats about ________ litres of a sugar and water mix during the winter. 

In the beehive, there are ____________________ male bees, called drones. 

 

3. Answer the questions. Choose from: queen, worker bee, the guard bee, drone 

a. Who reproduces?      _________________________ 

b. Who mates with the queen?    _________________________ 

c. Who works and collects pollen?    _________________________ 

d. Who feeds the drone?     _________________________ 

e. Who attacks you when you come too close the beehive? _________________________ 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

2. Listen to the first 30 seconds and tick ()what you hear. 

 

3. Circle the right word. Then listen and check. 

They are big/ small and sometimes scary/ funny, but very special/ boring! 

Bees are spiders/ insects. They can fly/ swim. They have two/ four wings and six/ eight legs. There 

are pollen bags on their hind legs/ wings. They walk/ fly from flower to flower and collect the 

pollen in the bags. 

 

4. Fill in the missing numbers. Then check in the article. 

a. Bees have four (4) wings and six (6) legs.  

b. There are thousands of bees in a colony. 

c. One bee colony eats about twenty (20) litres of a sugar and water mix during the winter. 

d. In the beehive, there are a few hundred male bees, called drones. 

 

5. Answer the questions. Choose from: the queen, worker bees, the guard bee, 

drones. 

a. Who reproduces?      the queen 

b. Who mates with the queen?    drones 

c. Who works and collects pollen?    worker bees 

d. Who feeds the drone?     worker bees 

e. Who attacks you when you come too close the beehive? the guard bee 
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